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Executive Summary

Purpose Since 1982, the Air Force has spent almost $1.9 billion on the electronicPr swarfare devices called jammers and currently plans to spend an addi-

tional $1.9 billion through 1995. These electronic warfare devices are
supposed to protect aircraft by transmitting electronic signals to inter-
fere with the radars used with threat weapons. GAO has examined Air
Force jammer programs in the past and found that the Air Force fre-
quently procured the systems before completing operational testing to
demonstrate satisfactory performance.

At the request of the Chairman of the tlouse Committee on Armed Ser-
vices, GAO evaluated the performance effectiveness of four jammers
recently acquired or being acquired by the Air Force for protection of its
tactical aircraft. GAO's review focused on the ALQ-131 Block II and
receiver/processor, the ALQ-184, and two upgraded versions of the
ALQ- 135 because they represent the more recent jammer acquisitions
for protection of the Air Force's main tactical aircraft. GAO'S objective
was to determine whether the jammers have demonstrated the capa-
bility to defeat threat radars and thus enhance the survivability of the
Air Force's tactical aircraft.

B-,ackground The principal jammers for protection of tactical aircraft include the
ALQ-131, ALQ-184, and ALQ-135.

The ALQ-131 has been acquired in two versions, called Block I and
Block II. Block II, the most recent version, incorporates a sophisticated
component called the receiver/processor. The receiver/processor is to
enable the jammer to concentrate its jamming power and apply t he most
effective jamming technique against each specific threat. The Air Force
recently completed procurement of the Block II at a cost of $792 million.

The ALQ-184 is an upgraded version of the older ALQ- 119. The Air
Force has spent about $464 million on the ALQ-184 and expects to spend
another $636 million on future procurements.

The ALQ-135 has been upgraded twice. One upgraded version is desig-
nated the ALQ-135 quick reaction capability and the other as ALQ-135
preplanned product improvement. The Air Force has completed acquisi-
tion of the ALQ-135 quick reaction capability at a cost of $256 million
and recently began procurement of the ALQ-135 preplanned product
improvement. Total acquisition cost for the ALQ-135 preplanned
product improvement is estimated at, about $1.7 billion.

Page 2 GAO/NSAD-90-168 Electronic Warfare



Executive Summary

Results in Brief The Air Force procured jammers prematurely without adequatelytesting their performance capability, resulting in jammers with limited

effectiveness. When the jammers were produced, none were capable of
protecting aircraft as required. Rather than enhancing aircraft
survivability against threat radars, some jammers are not being used
while others are being flown on tactical aircraft in Europe with inopera-
tive components. Significant improvement programs are now required to
increase the performance capability of some jammers.

GAO believes that the lack of adequate controls over the Air Force's
jammer acquisitions has contributed to the production of unsatisfactory
jammers. Officials at the Office of the Secretary of Defense level had not
established adequate procedures or other controls for managing or over-
seeing these Air Force jammer programs. They generally had not taken
an active role in the programs because they are considered by the
Department of Defense (DOD) to be minor programs, involving modifica-
tions of existing systems as opposed to the acquisition of completely
new systems.

Principal Findings

ALQ-131 Jammer - The Air Force procured its entire program quantity of the ALQ-131
Block II and receiver/processor without completing operational testing.
As a result, the system is now being flown in Europe on the F-16 and
other aircraft with the receiver/processor inoperative because of a lack
of software. The jammer also has other performance deficiencies that
must be resolved before the jammer can be fully effective. In addition,
the Air Force plans to begin an improvement program.

ALQ-184 Jammer Similarly, the Air Force started production of the ALQ-184 before opera-
tional testing and subsequently continued production despite unfavor-
able test results. When deployed to tactical forces, none were ready for
useThey required substantial repairs, including replacement of compo-
rrnnts, before they could be considered operational. Subsequently, the

jammers were temporarily grounded because of an unsolved perform-
ance defect and are now undergoing a modification program to solve
performance problems. GAO found that the jammers were generally not
being used by the tactical unit it visited.
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Executive Summary

ALQ-135 Jammer The Air Force bought all of its ALQ-135 quick reaction capability jam-
mers before operational testing and then put most of them. in storage
because of technical problems. After a modification program to improve
the system's reliability, the Air Force installed less than one-half of the
jammers procured and is holding the remaining jammers as spares or in
bonded storage pending destruction because they cannot be repaired.

Finally, the Air Force started production of the ALQ-135 preplanned
product improvement before completing its operational testing. All
ALQ-135 preplanned product improvement jammers produced so far are
in storage because of software design problems.

Recommendations GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense

prohibit the Air Force from awarding further contracts for production
of jammers until operational testing provides reasonable assurance that
they will meet established performance requirements'and

." require the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, Com-
munications, and Intelligence tr)stablish adequate internal controls
over Air Force jammer programs to assure that systems are satisfacto-
rily tested and demonstrate acceptable performance before producing
and deploying them.

Matters for Regardless of the jammer acquisition experiences cited in this report,
CX)D plans further production of t he AIQ- 184 and ALQ- 135 preplanned

C ongressional product improvement jammers without requiring demonstration of sat-

Consideration isfa'tory performance during operational testing. The Congress may,
therefore, wish to oppose further funding for these jammers until opera-
tional testing provides reasonable assurance that they will meet estab-
lished performance requirements.

Agency Comments and wiD recognized that deficiencies existed in jammer programs in the past
and stated that no programs are proceeding to full-rate production

GAO Evaluation without an assessment of their operational performance.

IX)D agreed or partially agreed with GAO's findings and recommenda-
tions. However, DOD stated that internal controls are in place to ensure
that systems demonstrate acceptable operational performance prior to
full-rate production.

Page 4 GAO/NSIAD-90-168 Electronic Warfare



Executive Summary

(,o believes that the findings in this report amply demonstrate that
DOD's controls have not been effective in preventing the premature pro-
duction of jammers and the related adverse impacts. Thus, GAO affirms
its recommendation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The potential threat posed to Air Force tactical aircraft includes both
land-based weapons, such as surface-to-air missiles, as well as weapons
launched from hostile aircraft. Many of these threat systems rely on
radars to detect and track target aircraft and, in some cases, to guide the
missile to the target or direct gunfire.

To protect its tactical aircraft from these threats, the Air Force equips
them with electronic warfare devices called jammers. As shown in figure
1.1, jammers provide this protection by transmitting electronic signals to
deceive or otherwise interfere with the radars used with threat weapons.
The Air Force considers jammers to be critical to the survival of its tac-
tical aircraft for all projected wartime missions.
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Chapter I
lIntroducion)1

Three such pammers include the ALQ- 1:31, ALQ- 184. and ALQ- 1,35.
These constitute the lprincipal janmners used onl thle Ail- Force's tactical
aircraft, including its fr-ont-line fighters, the F-i15 and t he F- I G.

ALQ-131The ALQ-131 Block 11 is thle second generation of thle ALQ-131 Jammer..A.LQ1 31As shown in figure 1.2, its components are contained in a pod mounted
underneath thle aircraft fuselage or- wing.

Figure 1.2: ALQ-131 Block 11

One of thle min li ierece betwee (n t 1k Block 11 and its pr edecessor.
hie Blhock 1, is t hat the Block If incorporates a co~mponent called the

receivxer prociesso Ir The roceive r pr ce ssorw is a pow~er milan lemle lit
syst em, which eniables t he Jamilller to aut omlatical ly detect threcats and to
concentrate its lamiming power and aplIy thle mostt effective technique
against each specific thIreat.

D~evelopment ',l pr'oduction of the Block 11 began in 198:3. Since then.
the Air Force has acquir-ed oxvr 400 jammners and receiver processors at
a (0st of about S792 million. The system1 is deploy\ed to thev European
lieatc, and is bii g used onl sutch aircraft as t he F-16 and thle F-Il I1

ALQ-18 The A LQ- 184 is also a po d 1w )untedi aminer Similar in appearance to the

.~~ 184 ALQ- 1:31 Block 11. (See fig. 1 .3. ) It is ain upigraded versio n of the older

ALQ- 1 19 deployed inl the I 970s.

Pange 1O G.AO NSIAD-9O-l68 Elecrmnir warfare



Chapter I
Introduction

Figure 1.3: ALO-184

The Air Force began acquisition of the ALQ-184 in 1982 and through
fiscal year 1989 had p~rocurled 326i of theJamrners at a cost of about
$464 million. In a recent c()mIet itive acquisition involving the ALQ- 131
Block II and ALQ-184, the Air Force selected thle ALQ-184 to meet its
needs for at pod jammer. The Air Force plans to procure ain additional
766 ALQ- 184s through fiscal year 1993 at an estimated cost of about
$636 million.

The ALQ- 184 was initially deployed to one tactical unit in California in
1987. In 1989. thle Air Force began deploying the ALQ- 184 to the Pacific
theater. It is planned fo w use onl thle A-It) F-4, F-1(6. and F-I I I aircraft.

AL-35Unlike 1)0(1jamimers. the A LQ- 135's colfl)(nents5are mount ed inside the..AI~Q 3 ~aircraft. The ALQ- 1:35 is ulsed onl thet( F-I 15 aircraft and] has been
upgraded twice.

One upgraded version is designated as t lhe A LQ- 1:35 quiick react io n capa-
bility. Acquisition of the ALQ- 135 quick1 react ion capabilityv has beenl
completed with Iia t al procu.renielt of' ( 5.jamlmers ait a cost of aboutj
$2.56 million. It was deployed in 1988 to one t act ical unit in Florida.

The ot her uipgraded version is Ithe, ALQ- 135 prvplannhd pro(hlct
improvement model. It is a tw~o-band syst em. designated as Hands:8 and
1 .5, for use on newe~r miodels of the( F-I15 ircraft. Thel( designations refer
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Chapter 1
Introduction

to the portion of the frequency band covered. The F-15C is to be
equipped with Band 3 while the newer F-15E is to be equipped with
Band 3 as well as Band 1.5. (See fig. 1.4.)

Figure 1.4: ALO-135 Preplanned Product Improvement

•N

Development of the ALQ-135 preplanned product improvement began in
1985 and is still ongoing. So far, the Air Force has procured 121 Band 3
systems and 8 Band 1.5 systems at a current maximum contract price of
$361.4 million. The Air Force also plans to procure up to an additional
533 Band 3 systems and 185 Band 1.5 systems during fiscal years 1991
through 1995. An Air Force official estimated total program acquisition
cost at about $1.7 billion. The ALQ-135 preplanned product improve-
ment has not yet been deployed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Objective, Scope, and At the request of the Chairman, House Committee on Armed Services,
we evaluated the performance effectiveness of the ALQ-131 Block II,

Methodology ALQ-184, ALQ-135 quick reaction capability, and ALQ-135 preplanned
product improvement jammers. We concentrated on these jammers
because they represent the most recent jammer acquisitions for protec-
tion of the Air Force's main tactical aircraft. Our objective was to deter-
mine whether the jammers have demonstrated the capability to defeat
threat radars and thus enhance aircraft survivability.

This report addresses the effectiveness of the jammers only to the
extent that the information is unclassified. Our classified evaluation is
contained in a related classified report.

In evaluating jammer performance capability, we relied primarily on
reviewing operational test results since operational testing is supposed
to al)proximate combat conditions to the extent practical and is consid-
ered the primary means for assessing system performance. We also
reviewed other records bearing on jammer effectiveness and discussed
performance issues with various Air Force representatives responsible
for acquiring, testing, and using the jammers.

In addition. we visited Air Force tactical fighter wings in the United
States and Europe where some of the jammers had been deployed. These
included the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing (subsequently redesignated as
the J3th), George Air Force Base, California; 33rd Tactical Fighter Wing,
E'glin Ali Force Base, Florida; 50th Tactical Fighter Wing, Hahn, Ger-
many; and 48th Tactical Fighter Wing, Lakenheath, England. At the
time of our visit, the 35th was the only unit to which the ALQ-184 had
been deployed while the 33rd was the only unit having the ALQ-135
quick reaction capability. At the time of our review, the 50th and 48th
were equipped with 157 ALQ-131 Block II jammers and 125 receiver/
processors, which represented 40 and 52 percent, respectively, of those
deployed to the European theater. At the completion of our review, the
ALQ-135 l)replanned product improvement had not been deployed.

At the units, we reviewed maintenance records and discussed various
asl)ect s of.jammer performance with Air Force and contractor mainte-
nance )ersonnel and Air Force electronic warfare officers. Our purpose
was toassess how well the jammers had performed since being
del)hoyed.

Page 13 GAO/NSIAD-90-168 Electronic Warfare
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Because our work raised issues about the acquisition of the jammers, we
also reviewed Department of Defense (DOD) and Air Force policy direc-
tives bearing on the weapon system acquisition and testing process. In
addition, we discussed the jammer programs with officials of the Office
of the Secretary of Defense and Air Force Headquarters responsible for
authorizing and overseeing the jammer acquisitions.

Appendix I lists the DOD organizations that we visited.

Our review was performed from November 1989 through March 1990 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. [X)[)
provided written comments on a draft of this report. DO)D's comments
and our responses are contained in appendix II of this report.

Page 14 GAO/NSIAD-90168 Flectronic Warfare



Chapter 2

Need to Strengthen Controls Over the
Acquisition of Tactical Aircraft Jammers

As a result of producing the ALQ-131 Block I, ALQ-184, ALQ-135 quick
reaction capability, and ALQ-135 preplanned product improvement
without first demonstrating through testing that their performance
would be satisfactory, the Air Force has acquired jammers costing about
$1.9 billion which are largely unproven or have only limited effective-
ness. Rather than enhancing the survivability of tactical aircraft, some
jammers have been placed in storage pending redesign to solve problems
while others have required substantial component replacements and
other repairs before they could be used. Some jammers were grounded
soon after deployment because of performance l)roblems, and others are
being flown in a potential combat zone with inoperative components.

0pera l Testing o)'s policy on the weapons acquisition process emphasizes the need for

perationatimely testing to reduce risks and to estimate te operational effective-
Can Be an Important ness and suitability of the systems being acquired. The policy provides

Management Control that operational testing is the primary means for assessing weapon
system performance and is an important consideration in making key
decisions to proceed with the acquisition of systems. Operational test
results not only indicate how well a system will work but can also iden-
tify ineffective and unreliable systems before they are produced.

The Air Force has often begun )roductiol of electronic warfare systems

Past Programs Have before demonstrating satisfactory performance in testing to expedite the

Shown Need to Test deployment of needed systems. however, our past work has shown that

Electronic Warfare the Air Force's strategy has sometimes speeded the acquisition of defi-

Systems cient or unproven systems.

For example, in our review of Air Force and Navy radar warning
receiver programs,' we found widespread concurrency in system pro-
duction and testing. On one radar warning receiver program, the Air
Force started production before testing and later discovered that the
system's performance was worse than that of the radar warning
receiver it was to replace. Nevertheless, the Air Force continued produc-
tion only to put the system in storage pending redesign to solve the per-
formance problems.

Similarly, we previously found that the Air Force produced and
deployed the ALQ-1 31 Block I jammer although it failed to pass various

I':let roni( Wirfare: Navy, Air For(,c Still I I'v loping ,mparatc. (ost ly Radar Warning Recivcr

(GA/NSAD-7- 67..i'ly 197)
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Chapter 2
Need to Strengthen Controls Over tie
Acquisition of Tactical Aircraft Jammers

reliability and maintainability tests." As a result; many of the Block I
jammers received by tactical units required major parts replacements
and technical adjustments before they could be used. The Air Force
modified the Block I both before and after deployment, but the problems
persisted.

Based on our past work, we have recommended that production of elec-
tronic warfare systems be slowed and further contract awards be
delayed until operational test results provided reasonable assurance
that performance would be satisfactory. However, DOD has not been
fully responsive to our prior recommendations. For example, in our 1985
report, which dealt specifically with the receiver/processor used with
the ALQ-131 Block II. we recommended that (1) receiver/processor pro-
duction be slowed and (2) further contract awards be stopped until oper-
ational tests provided reasonable assurance of satisfactory
performance. tD)D opposed the recommendation, stating that it had
already been operationally tested with satisfactory results. We dis-
agreed because the operational testing referred to by DOD related to prior
versions of tie receiver/processor and produced questionable results.
Nevertheless. DI) continued production of the receiver/processor as
planned. As discussed on page 18, DOD's decision resulted in deployment
of a system that does not work as planned and requires modifications to
correct several deficiencies.

Without performing any operational testing, the Air Force started pro-
duction of the ALQ-131 Block II and receiver/processor, ALQ-184, ALQ-

Started Before 135 quick reaction capability, and ALQ-135 preplanned product

Operational Testing improvement. Table 2.1 shows the production and operational test
phases for each of these systems.

'This W ws rl'poled in a 1S55 classiftied GA() relmul)
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Chapter 2
Need to Strengthen Controls Over the
Acquisition of Tactical Aircraft Jammers

Table 2.1: Production and Operational Test Phases for Air Force Jammerse

ALO-131 Block II and Receiver/Proceasor
Operational Testing'

Production

AL-184
Operational Testing

Production

ALO-135 Quick Reaction
Capability
Operational Testing8

Production

ALO-135 Preplanned
Product Improvement
Operational Testing

Production

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Calendar Years

Completed

Coninuing

C Breaks in testing are not shown.

b Operational testing of the Block II was conducted from March 1986 to March 1987
but excluded the reoeiver/processor.

c Operational testing was suspended twice during 1988 due to performance problems.
d Operational testing of the ALQ-1 35 Quick Reaction Capability was not done.

An early operational assessment is planned for June 1990 to July 1990, however,
initial operational testing is not scheduled until January 1992.

P1c
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Chapter 2
Need to Strengthen Controls Over the
Acquisition of Tactical Aircraft Jaminers

The Air Force acquired these jammers under expedited procedures. The
purpose of these procedures is to expedite the fielding of systems deter-
mined to be urgently needed for protection of the operational forces.
Under the procedures, the Air Force may waive or change policies and
procedures, such as those relating to testing, which are found to inhibit
the timely completion of a program. Although we do not disagree with
the need to field needed systems as quickly as practical, most opera-
tional aircraft were equipped with jammers at the time these newer jam-
mers entered production.

We believe the Air Force's practice of buying systems before knowing
that they would perform adequately has resulted in producing electronic
warfare systems which

" were not ready for use and had performance defects when deployed to
operational forces,

" were placed in storage because of defective performance pending modi-
fications to solve the lroblems,

" were generally not used by the operational forces or were being flown
wit h inoperative components, and

" require significant imlprovement programs to meet performance
requirements.

ALQ-131 Block II and The \LQ- 1:1 BIock 11's receiver, processor, which is deployed to Europe.
is l)eing flovn on combat aircraft but is inol)erative because of a lack of

Receiver/Processor .Soft ware. Other problems also would effect thejammer's effectiveness if
Hampered by it were used. These problems must be resolved before the jammer can be

Problems Since fully effective. Now the Air Force plans to begin an improvement pro-

Deployment grant the ('ost ot 'which has not been determined.

The Air Force began production of the ALQ-131 Block II and receiver/
processor in 1983 and 1984, respectively, before beginning any opera-
tional testing of the system. Operational testing of the Block II was held
from Marc'h 1986 to March 1987; however, the jammer tested did not
incorporate the receiver/processor because it was not yet available.

The Air Force began deploying t he Block II to tactical units in Europe in
198i before test ing was completed. Deliveries of the receiver/processor
to these units began in 1988. lowever, the software necessary for oper-
at ion of the receiver/lprocessor had not been operationally tested and
had not been delivered to the tactical units. as of March 1990.

P'
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Need to Strengthen Controls Over the
Acquisition of Tactical Aircraft Jammers

We noted, during our visit to the tactical units in Europe, that the
receiver/processors had been installed in the Block II jammers and were
being flown on the Units' aircraft. Ilowever, they were inoperative
because of the missing software. Although the Air Force had obtained
some software that the ALQ-131 program manager said could be used in
the event of war, this software had not been operationally tested and
had not been distributed to the tactical units.

At the tactical units, the electronic combat officers identified another
problem impacting the ALQ-131 Block II's effectiveness. This problem.
as well as the affect on the jammer's effectiveness of operating without
the receiver/processor, is discussed in otir classified report.

In .January 1988, after buying most of its total program quantity of
Block II jammers and receiver/processors, the Air Force began opera-
tionally testing them as a system. This testing, scheduled to be com-
pleted in June 1990, has revealed several serious performance problems.
These )roblems are discussed in our classified report.

The Air Force is now planning an improvement program estimated to
cost $23 million to address some of the jammer's reliability, maintain-
ability, and performance problems. In addition, the Air Force was pre-
paring a program management directive at the completion of our review
to authorize another improvement program for the jammer. The Air
Force had not defined the scope nor estimated the cost of this program.

A 18 NoThe Air F'orce began )roduction of the ALQ-184 in 1982 before con-
ALQ-184 Not Ready *ducting any operational tests, and subsequently continued production
for Use When Fielded despite unfavorable test results. When fielded, none of the jammer,

were ready for use. Instead, thejammers required substantial repairs,
including replacement of major components, before they could be (on-
sidered operational. Subsequently. the jammers were grounded because
of defects and must now undergo a modification program, estimated to
cost ats much as $298 million, to ,olve the performance problems

Operational testing commenced 2 years after l)roduction, in 1984, and
was completed in late 1987. The detailed results of these tests are dis-
cussed in the classified version of this report.

Based on these tests, the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation rec-
ommended that the ALQ- 184's production be stopped. The Director

Page 19 GAO/NSIAD-90-168 Electronic Warfare
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Need to Strengthen (ontrols Over the
Acquisition of Tact ical Aircraft Jammers

pointed out that the jammer had too many major performance deficien-
cies to be considered potentially effective and that correcting these defi-
ciencies would require a major modification program. Nevertheless, tie
Air Force proceeded with production.

In 1987, the Air Force began deploying the jammers already produced to
the 37th Tactical Fighter Wing at George Air Force Base, California.
Twenty-four jammers were delivered to the Wing and assigned to the
"Wild Weasel" unit. This unit's mission is to attack and destroy enemy
radars associated with surface-to-air missiles and guns.

We visited the unit during our review to assess how well the jammers
had performed since deployment 2 years earlier. We found that the jam-
mers had not been ready for tactical use when delivered. For 23 of the
24 jammers on which adequate records had been maintained, we found
that all 2:3 required major repairs, including replacement of components,
before they could be considered operational. The repairs required an
average of almost 4 months to complete from the date thejammers were
received until tI ey were declared operationally ready.

Moreover, we found that once the jammers became operational they
were generally not being used by the unit. At the time of our visit in
September 1989, 21 ofthe 24 jammers were in storage, and the other 3
were in the maintenance facility. Maintenance personnel told us that
they attempt to keep at least 18 of the 24 jammers in storage at all times
in an operationally ready status to enhance the unit's operational readi-
ness rating. They said that the jammers would fail more frequently if
they were used consis!ently and would increase the maintenance
required. We also found that the unit had detected other problems with
the jammers.

Modification Program for To improve the ALQ-184's perfoirmance, the Air Force is conducting a

ALQ-184s modification program which the contractor estimated will cost as much
as $298 million. The current program consists of at least nine upgrades,
some of which the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation had previ-
ously identified as performance deficiencies. Details of these improve-
ments are discussed in our classified report.

As of March 1990, the Air Force has awarded development contracts
estimated to cost $24.5 million for four of the improvements. In addi-
tion, the Air Force issued a production contract, for one of these
improvements, which increases the jammer's unit cost by an estimated

P
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Acquisition of Tactical Aircraft Jammers

$30,000 and total acquisition cost by an estimated $30 million. This
improvement has not been operationally tested even though it is already
being produced. Also, according to the ALQ-184 program engineer, all
improvements are planned to be retrofitted into previously produced
jammers.

Before performing operational testing, the Air Force spent $256 million

Most ALQ-135 Quick acquiring 65 AIQ-1:35 quick reaction capability jammers in 1983 on the

Reaction Capability basis that they were urgently needed to meet an immediate tactical

Jammers Not Installed requirement. After the jammers were delivered in early 1988, the Air
Force limited installation of the jammers and stored most of them

Due to Reliability and because of reliability problems discovered during early developmental

Other Problems testing and concerns about the jammer's (1) built-in capability to test its
functionality and (2) lack of demonstrated integration with other air-
craft avionics. Subsequently, the Air Force installed less than one-half
of the jammers procured.

Initially, the Air Force decided to install the jammers in only five air-
craft and store the rest l)ending assessment of the modifications made to
iml)rove the system's reliability. After this assessment, the A ir Force
decided to limit installation to 24 additional aircraft becaue of concerns
over whether the jammers could be maintained. Installation in the 24
additional aircraft was completed in early 1989.

In December 1989, after having the jammers installed for less than one
year. the Air Force decided to deactivate the ALQ-135 quick reaction
capability because they did not place a high priority on funding the esti-
mated $6.4 million required for contractor maintenance through Sep-
telnber 30, 1992. 1 lowever, in February 1990, the Air Force decided to
terminate the contractor maintenance and permit the tactical unit to
maintain the jammers in an operational status for as long as possible.

Most ofthe jammer components are being used as spares or have had
usable parts removed and are being held in bonded storage pending
(lest ruction because t hey cannot be repaired.
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ALQ-135 Preplanned I 1986, the Air Force contracted for 121 Band 3 and 8 Band 1.5
ALQ- 135 preplanned product improvement jammers without prior oper-

Product Improvement ational testing. The current maximum contract price is $361.4 million.

Stored at Contractor's As of January 1990, no operational testing had been performed.
According to the F-15 aircraft systems program officer, the 59 Band 3

Plant Since Production and 8 Band 1.5 jammers produced were in bonded storage at the con-
tractor's plant because of software design problems. Current plans are
to acquire up to an additional 533 Band 3 and 185 Band 1.5 systems. An
Air Force official estimated total program acquisition cost at about $1.7
billion; however, he was unable to provide us a break down by research
and development and current and planned procurements. An early oper-
ational assessment is scheduled to begin in June 1990 and be completed
in .July 1990. Initial operational test and evaluation is scheduled from
.January 1992 to March 1992. The next production contract for up to
166 Band 3 and 82 Band 1.5 jammers is scheduled for award in
December 1990. The estimated cost for that contract was not available
at the time of our review.

In view of the results of the Air Force's implementation of its electronic

DOD Has Not warfare programs, we discussed the need for management controls over

Established Adequate the programs with officials of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of

Controls Over Air Defense for Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence. These

Force Electronic officials have cognizance over the electronic warfare programs.

Warfare Programs They told us that they consider tile Air Force to be responsible for
making decisions relating to the acquisition of its jammers. They said
that they generally had not taken an active role in the Air Force jammer
programs because they are considered by x)[ to be minor programs.
involving modifications of existing systems, as opposed to acquisition of
completely new systems. Thus, they had not established any procedures
or other controls for managing or overseeing the programs.

While we acknowledge that the jammer programs involve modifications
to existing systems, the ALQ-131 Block 1I and ALQ-135 preplanned
product improvement acquisitions also represent procurement of new
jammers. For example, after procuring over 500 ALQ-131 Block Ijam-
mers, the Air Force modified the Block I's design, added the receiver/
processor, and produced over 400 new Block Ils while the Block I sys-
tems remained deployed. The ALQ-135 quick reaction capability acquisi-
tion represented development and procurement of a new band (Band 3),
which the original ALQ-135 did not have. While the ALQ-184 was
derived by modifying existing ALQ-l 19 pods, the modifications involved
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essentially re plail(n t w(I (It Ihe t hree bands in fte AQ-lI 19. In adiit ion,
the acquisition of t hese lammners ats cuirrent ly planned will total almol st
$4 billion.

Conclusions Despite cont inucd set backs inl acquiring jammeirs. thle Air FoIrce( fli-, per-l
sistently followed atn acquisition strategy (If buying jammners w\ithiowi
first testing themi to be assured ot sat isfact ory performance. This
strategI y, while intended to exp~edite thc fielding (If needed aircraft pro -
tect ion, his i'estilted ini the proIdu cti(on (It jammners wvit h limited effect iv'e-
nie"s. Producingjlmmnel's toI it theml in Storlrage does noIt enhance
aircraft surlvivabhilitv. lil( lack (Itadeqiat e lpro(tllres for o(Iverseil
andl cont rolling," A\ir Force jaliiner 1)i'(g 1 i ins has conft ribtted to this

Recommw endations We( r('(Iifllili(1d t hat thle Secret ary (If Defenlse

" pirohlibit the Air Force Irom lawardiiig flrtiber ((lit ract, liii'pri(ll il
jI al linlers initil opertrionaIi~l testiing proIvides l'e fit Iibc asstlranc(' t hat

hey will nict e'st ablished performlance requiremlents and
" require t ie( Assist at Secrttary (If D efense for1 Commnand, Control. ('()ll-

illilnlicat itlis. and llIntelligence( tol tstatblisil dequalte interinal c(lit rols
I ver. .\it rc t li- anitrWgas 1asieta ytm are saltisfact o

iilv testell and (lbinst rate accepltable performance before p)rod~uc'ing
andt (le)l(IYing I ite.

Matters foespite tinJamilnir atqylisi ion exleieliceS cited inl this report. ill 11

Matters forlans lu rt her proIduion (Ifill(, .\LQ184 anid AlQ41 3.5 prepliuned
Congressional produtct i nilirI\'(lii ,jilills wit illlit requlirinlg dclli( list rt itl oii (It l -

Consileratiori isiaci (11 livefrhinance (hrig bratiolnai test tug. Thuls, t he ('olw~ress

maiy wish to oIpplolse hurt her i lillng for I Ilieset'i lmmlers Ihut il opleratiolnal

pvtlllrnbaice lt(lieilt'wilt 5.
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Appendix I

Department of Defense Organizations Visited

. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control,
Communications, and Intelligence, Washington, D.C.

. Office of the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, Washington,
D.C.

. Headquarters, Air Force, Washington, D.C.

. Warner Robins Air Logistics Center, Robins Air Force Base, Georgia
. Air Force Systems Command, Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
. tleadquarters, Tactical Air Command, Langley Air Force Base, Virginia
. Tactical Air Warfare Center, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida
. 35th Tactical Fighter Wing, George Air Force Base, California
. 33rd Tactical Fighter Wing, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida
. Ieadquarters. 1'S. Air Forces, Europe, Ramstein Air Base, West

Germany
* 50th Tactical Fighter Wing, Hahn Air Base, West Germany
. 48th Tactical Fighter Wing, Lakenheath, England
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Appendix II

Comments From the Department of Defense

Note GAO comments
supplementing those in the ---
report text appear at the
end of this appendix

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON D C 20301.3040

June 8, 1990

COMMAND CONTrOL.
C.OMMUNIAIN

Mr. Frank C. Conahan

Assistant Comptroller General

National Security and International

Affairs Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Conahan:

This is the Department of Defense (DoD) response to the

General Accounting Office (GAO) draft reports, "ELECTRONIC
WARFARE: Need to Strengthen Controls Over Air Force Jammer
Programs," dated May 3, 1990 (GAO Code 395122), OSD Cases 8325

and 8325-X.

The DoD recognizes that deficiencies existed in the past,

primarily because of the overriding requirement to redress the

critical shortfall in electronic warfare capability. The Office
of the Secretary of Defense and the Air Force are concerned with

concurrency in Electronic Warfare programs. Currently, there
are no programs proceeding to full rate production without an
assessment of their operational performance.

In summary, the DoD concurs or partially concurs with most

of the GAO findings and recommendations. The DoD has reviewed
the Electronic Warfare programs under the Department's internal

See coirnmeni I control review process and determined that they do not incltide
weaknesses that merit reporting to the President and Congress.

Controls are in place to insure that systems demonstrate
acceptable operational performance prior to full rate

Seecornrnnit2 production. The detailed DoD comments are provided in the

enclosure. The DoD appreciates the opportunity to comment on

this draft report.

Sincerely,

Duane P. Andrews
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The followving are GAO's comments on DOD'S letter dated .June 8, 1990.

GAO Co ments1. We believe that the findings in this report amply demonstrate that

GO Cmmets x)D)s controls have not been effective in preventing thle premature pro-
duction of jammers and the related adverse impacts. Thus, we affirm
our recommendation.

2. The enclosutre has not been included because uou)i classified it as
Secret. H owever, based on our analysis of these comments, wve do not
believe they alter the message of' this rep~ort. t))5 comments anid our
responses are containedi in the classitied version of this rep~ort.
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Appendix IllMajor Contributors to This Report

Atlanta Regional Jackie 13. Guin, Assistant Director
Pamlutricia Greenleaf, Evaluator

Office Marion Chastain, Evaluator
.Jodi A. McDade, Evaluator

Cincinnati Regional Robert Kissel, Regional Management Representativep,,i ..eeonaTrr-y P'arker', E~valuator

Office Teri-ell Bishop, Evaluator
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Related GAO Product

Electronic Warfare: Reliable Equipment Needed to Test Air Force's Elec-
tronic Warfare Systems (GAO/NSIAD-89-137, Aug. 1989).
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